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Adolescent Men’s Attitudes and Decision Making in Relation to Pregnancy and Pregnancy Outcomes: An Integrative Review of the Literature From 2010 – 2017

Abstract

The review updates a previous review conducted in 2010 (Lohan et al.), summarizing the available literature on young men's attitudes and decision-making in the context of addressing two questions: (1) What are adolescent men's attitudes to adolescent pregnancy? (2) What are adolescent men's attitudes and decision-making in relation to pregnancy outcomes? Using Whittemore and Knafl’s process for conducting an integrative review, 38 studies published between 2010 and 2018 reporting on young men’s attitudes and decision-making in relation to pregnancy and pregnancy outcomes were analysed. This review exposes gaps in the academic literature, concerning young men's experiences of unintended pregnancy and pregnancy decision making. This review argues that a greater understanding of young men's experiences when they too experience an unintended pregnancy with a partner within a relationship or beyond it is a fundamental first step in offering reproduction and sexual health counselling and services to men. As it stands, we do not yet have a significant body of literature to inform practice development.
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Introduction

Worldwide Government strategies to reduce adolescent pregnancy have been largely gender neutral or targeted at young women (United Nations (UN), 2006; World Health Organisation (WHO) 2011; WHO, 2020). Within this global policy initiative to reduce unintended pregnancies, however, organisations such as the WHO and the UN recognise that adolescent men’s involvement in decisions in relation to preventing and dealing with unintended pregnancies should be considered in clinical practice, health promotion and sexual health education. Today, there is a considerable breadth of research on men and boys – particularly on health, sexuality and masculinities which establishes that their meaningful participation in gender equality produces positive changes in their attitudes, perceptions and behaviours (UN, 2016). This review seeks to explore if this considerable breadth of research on men and boys includes their attitudes and decision making in relation to pregnancy and pregnancy outcomes.

A previous review conducted in 2010 (Lohan et al, 2010) found a small amount of research had been conducted on adolescent men’s attitudes to adolescent pregnancy and pregnancy outcome decisions. Findings from this review suggested that adolescent men mostly want to avoid an unintended adolescent pregnancy and that pregnancy resolution choices presented difficult moral choices and that there was a dilemma for adolescent men between wanting to have a say in such choices and wanting to be supportive of a woman’s right to choose.

This previous review highlighted a number of gaps in the current research. Firstly, that research on attitudes to pregnancy resolution options tended to over represent the perspectives of university students, as well as men living in socially deprived
neighbourhoods. Secondly, there is very little research on men’s actual experiences of an
unintended adolescent pregnancy, as opposed to research based upon a vignette methodology.
Thirdly, there are very little international comparative research studies. Such internationally
comparative studies could inform how structural constraints on decision-making, such as the
availability of abortion services and cultural norms around reproduction in society, affect
how adolescents view adolescent pregnancy and make pregnancy-outcome decisions. Lastly,
this previous review suggested that future research needs to develop creative recruitment
strategies which go beyond recruiting adolescent men through their female partners and
clinical settings as current research has tended to over-represent the perspectives of those
most engaged in their relationships and/or who are willing to come forward to health
services.

This review seeks to inquire if the field of research on adolescent men and unintended
pregnancy has developed since the previous review, taking into account research conducted
in low-income countries which the previous review excluded.

This review will address two questions:

1. What are adolescent men’s attitudes to an adolescent pregnancy?

2. What are adolescent men’s attitudes and decision making in relation to pregnancy
outcomes?

Methods

Whittemore and Knafl’s (2005) updated integrative review (IR) framework will guide this
review. The IR is a broad type of research review method that allows for inclusion of
empirical studies with diverse methodologies. The five-stage integrative review of the
concept of integration proposed by Whittemore (2005) was used: (a) problem identification;
(b) literature search; (c) data extraction and evaluation; (d) data analysis; and (d) presentation of the results.

**Inclusion and exclusion criteria**

The primary inclusion criteria were as follows:

- Peer reviewed journal articles pertaining to adolescent men where the mean age is between 10 and 24 years in relation to pregnancy and pregnancy outcomes. This age range represents the outer boundaries used in research on adolescents and pregnancy.

- Papers written in the English language.

- Empirical (both quantitative and qualitative) research.

The primary exclusion criteria were as follows:

- PhD and Masters Theses — first because of the difficulties of access, and second because of the absence of peer review.

- Literature that pertained primarily to adolescent sexual behaviour or activity and/or contraception, or fatherhood, but not in relation to unintended pregnancy or abortion. Additionally, any papers that were focused on the effectiveness of interventions or pregnancy prevention programmes were not included in this literature review, as this was regarded as a separate question.

- Literature primarily related to adults that did not include a sub-analysis of an adolescent population.

- Involuntary pregnancy outcomes such as still birth and miscarriage as the experience of involuntary pregnancy loss is different to unintended pregnancy resolution decision making.
Search Methods

Three different methods were used to search for the appropriate literature; database searching, hand searching of key journals and citation searching. Five electronic databases were systematically searched using keywords and MeSH terms, where possible (Appendix 2). These databases were; CINAHL, PsychInfo, Medline, Web of Science and Embase. The databases were searched between 2009 and October 2017 as the previous review (Lohan et al, 2010) was dated up to 2009.

Search Outcome

A five-stage screening process was undertaken: removal of duplicates, screening of title, abstract review, full paper review and reference tracking on the final selected papers. From the original 804 papers, 38 papers were included in this review (Appendix 1). Results from all database searches were exported into RefWorks.

Data Abstraction

All duplicate records were removed and two researchers (JK and ML) title screened the remaining 804 papers. One researcher (JK) undertook review at the abstract and full paper stage, with a second researcher (ML) reviewing 25% of the included papers. Reference lists of all included papers were also reviewed.

Quality Appraisal

The Mixed Methods Assessment Tool (MMAT) was used to critically appraise the quality of the included studies because it has moderate to excellent reliability (Pluye et al., 2011) and can be used to assess multiple study designs. The final papers were reviewed by JK with ML conducting an independent review of 25% of the final papers. Using the MMAT classification, 29 studies scored 100%, seven studies scored 75% and two studies scored
50%. The limitations section on the table of included studies (Appendix 3) highlights any weaknesses in design that were identified during this process.

Data Analysis and Synthesis

Articles were recorded on data collection sheets that consisted of the following subheadings: author and title, study design, participants, relevant results and limitations (See Appendix 3). The results from quantitative, qualitative and mixed-method studies were described, compared item by item, and explored for similarities, differences and relationships between data (Whittemore & Knafl, 2005).

A narrative synthesis approach was used to synthesize both qualitative and quantitative evidence. This process involved the conversion of all data into narrative through qualitative analysis (Mays, Pope, & Popay, 2005). The quantitative findings were translated into narrative statements, and then closely apposed to the qualitative evidence in order to enable a deeper understanding of, and a critical reflection upon the quantitative findings (Pearson et al., 2014). Similar findings were then categorized and grouped through an iterative process of reading and re-reading of the studies retrieved. Themes related to young men’s attitudes to unintended pregnancy and pregnancy resolution decision making were identified (Whittemore & Knafl, 2005).

Results

From an identified 804 papers, 38 papers were included in this review (Appendix 3). A range of methodological designs were included: qualitative (n = 19); quantitative (n = 15) and mixed methods (n = 4). Most studies were conducted in the US (n = 19) and Africa (n = 9) followed by Australia (n = 2), Ireland (n = 2), Thailand (n = 2), Canada (n = 1), Scotland (n = 1) and Sri Lanka (n = 1).
What are Adolescent Men’s Attitudes to an Adolescent Pregnancy?

Pregnancy as a negative event

Several studies have emphasized that adolescent pregnancy was a major concern for young males (Deslauriers, 2011; Smith et al, 2011; Lanre, 2011; Rink et al, 2012a; Rink et al, 2012b; Wilkes et al, 2012; Lohan et al, 2013; Chili and Maharaj, 2015). Smith et al. (2011) discuss how the men in their study described their anticipated fear, disappointment and shock if faced with a pregnancy. In multiple studies, the consequences of getting a girl pregnant were often conveyed from a life course perspective of personal sacrifices and future restrictions (Buston et al, 2010; Deslauriers, 2011; Wilkes et al, 2012; Lohan et al, 2011; Rajapaksa-Hewageegana, 2014; Chili and Maharaj, 2015). Perceptions of having low personal control over decision-making once pregnancy had occurred were evident in participants’ expectations of being “stuck” or “trapped” (Deslauriers, 2011; Smith et al, 2011).

Financial responsibility to rear a child was a core component in the framing of young men’s negative attitudes to an adolescent pregnancy, and most especially for young men from working class backgrounds (Buston et al, 2010; Deslauriers, 2011; Jackson et al, 2011; Wilkes et al, 2012; Tanner et al, 2013; Daugherty, 2014; Chili & Maharaj, 2015; Madiba & Nsiki, 2017). This sense of financial responsibility coupled with a broader sense of patriarchal responsibility was also apparent in studies of university men’s attitudes to an unintended adolescent pregnancy (Olmstead et al, 2013; Sharp et al, 2015; Chili & Maharaj, 2015). Sharp et al (2015) conducted in-depth interviews with ten university students aged 20 – 23 in Australia about their views on the role of young men in the decision-making process regarding pregnancy, views about their rights in unplanned pregnancy and their views on abortion. A prominent theme throughout the interviews was the young men’s struggling
between their own values of wanting to maintain their current way of life and their moral responsibility towards the mother and child. An emerging theme in this study was that these men – who were all in university - felt a responsibility to protect both mother and child and thereby preserving their own identities as upstanding young men. Jackson et al (2011) in their study of low-income fathers in New York, highlight how young men assumed that, as fathers, they would now take on the role of a mature, responsible man, whereas an emerging theme across a range of studies of men in university education, men who were marginally older, from middle class backgrounds, was an expressed desire to be a mature, responsible man before becoming a father (Smith et al, 2011; Olmstead et al, 2013; Sharp et al, 2015).

Despite the pervasiveness of an adolescent pregnancy being perceived as a negative event in the research throughout the studies also young men’s remarks reflected an implicit belief that pregnancy prevention was primarily the woman’s job (Buston et al, 2010; Sathiparsad, 2010; Jackson et al, 2011; Smith et al, 2011; Weber, 2012; Rossier et al, 2013; Tanner et al, 2013; Daugherty, 2014; Chili & Maharaj, 2015; Sharp et al, 2015). In a qualitative study of 26 adolescent fathers, Weber (2012) highlights how all but four of the men placed responsibility for the pregnancy directly on the women. Chili and Maharaj (2015) conducted in-depth interviews with seven fathers at the University of Durban, South Africa. The findings from these interviews suggest that the young men did not use contraception to protect against pregnancy as they ‘trusted’ (pg.32) their partner was using contraception. In a mixed-methods study of 294 male youth from 10 schools in South Africa (Sathiparsad, 2010), survey results indicated that 45.5% of the sample felt that when a girl has a baby, “it’s really her problem”.

There was one study, which was exceptional in this regard. Zukoski et al. (2011) conducted a study with Latinos residing in the US. Through in-depth interviews with young Latinos (n = 58, men = 29, women = 29) living in rural communities in the Northwest US, this study explored who makes reproductive decisions within heterosexual relationships. Findings from
this study do not support the view that pregnancy prevention is the girl’s job. The majority of men in this study reported that both members decide if they will use something to prevent pregnancy. The researchers revealed that these findings may be indicative of changing cultural beliefs about gender roles within sexual relationships and/or changes that occur in cultural values in the context of immigration to the United States.

**Pregnancy as a positive event**

Despite many of the men across these studies viewing an adolescent pregnancy as a negative event, there were some men who viewed adolescent pregnancy as a positive life event, mainly those who had gone on to become fathers (Buston et al, 2010; Deslauriers, 2011; Jackson et al, 2011 Wilkes et al, 2012; Weber, 2012; Frost et al, 2012; Daugherty, 2014; Mann et al, 2015; Wachira et al, 2016). A study of low-income men in the US who had brought about a pregnancy explored how participants viewed continuing pregnancy as an important way to atone for the sexual behaviour that led to pregnancy (Jackson et al, 2011). The majority of men in this study (95%) had experienced their first pregnancy by the age of 24, and it is important to recognise that their views are seen retrospectively through the prism of fatherhood. Some of the men viewed their first pregnancies as personally and morally transformative (Buston et al, 2010; Hendricks et al,2010; Jackson et al, 2011; Weber, 2012; Daugherty,2014). In a qualitative study of African American and Puerto Rican men aged 18-25 from economically disadvantaged backgrounds in Philadelphia and Hartford, young men believed that having children would make them more mature and some of the men in the study had experienced fatherhood in this way (Daugherty, 2014).

**What are Adolescent Men’s Attitudes and Decision-Making in Relation to Pregnancy Outcomes?**
In terms, first of attitudes to pregnancy outcomes, most studies focus on a single outcome – namely abortion. For example, a number of quantitative studies using surveys of attitudes of adolescent men have been conducted (Adaji et al, 2010; Salami & Ayegboyin, 2015 Altshuler et al, 2015). Altshuler et al. (2015) recruited adolescents in the US between the ages of 13 – 29 through web-based social media to complete an online survey about sex and pregnancy related decision-making, including abortion. The statement that ‘abortion should not be allowed for anyone under any circumstances’ was supported by 23% of males and 19% of females, and that ‘abortion should be allowed and I can imagine some circumstances where I’d have an abortion or I’d want my partner to have an abortion’ was supported by 36% of males and 33% of females.

By contrast to the generally liberal views in the US, a cross sectional descriptive survey of in-school adolescents in Kenya using random sampling and an inter-generational survey in Nigeria found that most participants expressed conservative views towards abortion and premarital sex (Adaji et al, 2010; Salami & Ayegboyin, 2015). In Kenya, the majority of male respondents disagreed with allowing abortion for schoolgirls with unwanted pregnancies (86.9%) (Adaji et al, 2010). Their negative attitude is, however, in conflict with the high rates of abortions among women aged 15 – 49 in Kenya, reported in a recent 2015 study (abortion rate of 30 per 100 live births) (Mohamed et al,2015). Salami & Ayegboyin (2015) conducted an intergenerational study, the study population consisted of 300 respondents from three main groups of different generations; teenagers, both girls who were currently pregnancy and the boys who made them pregnant, teens who had already become parents, and the parents of those teenagers. The author notes that 50% of the respondents in this study were Christians (National Population Commission, 2006) and about 39% were Muslims and regards religiosity as being influential in their negative attitude to abortion.
Findings from a qualitative study with young men from economically disadvantaged backgrounds in the US, concerning pregnancy and fatherhood, (Daugherty, 2014), found the young men to be generally antiabortion and pro-life. The men in this study who were already fathers depicted pregnancy as a foregone conclusion. They expressed the belief that if you impregnate a woman, you should become a father, no one mentioned discussing pregnancy resolution options with their partner.

A qualitative study conducted in Thailand (Sriyaska, 2016), interviewing young couples expecting their first child, reveals how teenage mothers and fathers had similar negative feelings about abortion as it meant going through a physical operation and was against the law. They also expressed concerns about religious beliefs. They believed a Buddhist sin called ‘bap’, and feared the consequences of this sin. Similarly, Wachira et al (2016) conducted in-depth interviews with 65 Street Connected Children and Youth (SCCY), of which 69.2% were male, in Eldoret, Kenya. Findings from this study highlight that unwanted pregnancies are commonly terminated or dealt with when the infant is born, e.g. selling of infants, abandon of infants and infanticide. Even though it commonly occurs, abortion is not an acceptable practice among SCCY and is illegal in Kenya. The strong stand against abortion is influenced by the street community’s religious beliefs that abortion is sin.

**Adolescent Men’s Involvement in Pregnancy Decision-Making**

This section deals with studies which examine adolescent men’s real and hypothetical involvement in pregnancy decision-making. In a cross-national study using a vignette methodology of a scenario of an unintended pregnancy to a 16-year-old man in a relationship with the female partner, Lohan et al. (2013) report that adolescents in Ireland and Italy were much more likely to choose to continue the pregnancy by comparison with adolescents in Australia. The study confirmed that young men in Australia were relatively more comfortable
with an adolescent mother’s right to choose an abortion. The authors highlight that the social freedom to choose to terminate a pregnancy may be greater in more highly secularized and liberal countries such as Australia, when compared with Ireland and Italy.

Two further qualitative studies using a vignette methodology with adolescent men attending third level education in Australia and the USA serve to further draw out adolescent men’s involvement in pregnancy decision-making. In Sharp et al’s (2015) Australian study, ten young men were interviewed about their views on their roles in imaginary scenarios and real-life unplanned pregnancy situations ranging from a one-night stand to a two-year relationship. These young men displayed very liberal attitudes to abortion. Some of the young men said that they would not mind if they were not told that the woman decided to have an abortion, as “it would save a lot of stress”. However, by contrast, Olmstead et al. (2013) conducted a qualitative content analysis of written responses to hypothetical scenarios from 148 men in higher education in the USA, to questions about pregnancy resolution and marriage in the event of an unplanned pregnancy. The sample was drawn from undergraduate students enrolled in a course on family development at a large South-Eastern University. In this study, 86.5% of young men in this study said they would expect to raise the child, 10.1% of young men did not expect to raise the child, with a large number of these men focusing solely on abortion as the way to resolve an unplanned pregnancy and 3.4% said that they would let their partner decide.

A further qualitative study using a vignette methodology study conducted in Ireland in a scenario of an unintended pregnancy to a 16-year-old man in a relationship, Lohan et al. (2011) report that almost half (46.7 percent) of the adolescent men chose to “keep the baby”. Abortion was the second most preferred choice (18.9 percent), closely followed by “leave it up to her “(18.3 percent) with adoption being the least preferred option (16.1%). This study highlighted how adolescent men’s choice to continue the pregnancy in preference to abortion
was significantly associated with the individual context of their lives, such as their anticipated feelings of regret in relation to abortion (their knowledge and beliefs), perceived positive attitudes of own mother to keeping the baby (their relationships with others) and a feeling that a part of them might want a baby.

Furthermore, some qualitative studies tease out the nuances within the data on men, between the woman’s right to control her body and the man’s right to be involved (Buston et al, 2010; Deslauriers, 2011; Smith et al, 2011; Olmstead et al, 2013; Tanner et al, 2013; Sharp et al, 2015; Madiba & Nsiki, 2017). An Australian study (Smith et al, 2011) of men aged 15-25 explored their perceptions of having low control over decision making once the pregnancy outcome had occurred. In this study, the perception that women held greater authority over pregnancy related decisions heightened young males’ concern about pregnancy and its occurrence. However, the young men generally accepted that the final decision was “completely up to a woman”. A similar result was found in a study among low-income men on the East Coast of the US. Tanner et al (2013) conducted six gender stratified focus groups with 13-19 year olds in Baltimore, Maryland, a city with high rates of teenage pregnancy. There was a consistent message across groups that pregnancy decision-making was the women’s responsibility.

Other qualitative studies (Buston et al, 2010; Deslauriers, 2011; Olmstead et al, 2013) with young men clearly suggest that men believe they do not have the right to be involved. Buston (2010) found that some of the incarcerated men in their study did not question their lack of power in the decision-making process. Buston (2010) highlights that pregnancies tended to be seen as the property of the female partner, reflecting both the power of the female partner to claim a pregnancy as her own, and the power of the male partner to be able to leave the consequences of sex largely to the woman. Deslauriers (2011) in a qualitative study with young fathers in Quebec found that the young fathers did not play a role in the decision to
bring the pregnancy to term. The majority of the young fathers reported that they let their partner make the final decision, however, they did accept responsibility for the pregnancy.

Uniquely in this review period, there was only one study which explored men’s actual experiences of the support they offer women when terminating a teenage pregnancy. A small qualitative study in Thailand (Warangkana et al, 2010) explored the type and amount of support men can offer to women who are terminating an unwanted pregnancy. In-depth interviews were conducted with eleven men who had been involved in abortion decision-making. These men reported that being involved in the decision and being able to support their partners was a positive experience for them as they were able to support their partner mentally as well as emotionally.

Discussion

We now summarise findings in relation to:

1. What are adolescent men’s attitudes to an adolescent pregnancy?

2. What are adolescent men’s attitudes and decision-making in relation to pregnancy outcomes?

One of the most important conclusions of this review is that the findings of studies can often be contradictory. This is because attitudes to unintended pregnancy, contraception and abortion can be contextual and contingent on the dominant or prevailing social norms and roles within a given time, space or social group. In addition, religiosity, age and relationship status are further complicating factors. However, in general, we can conclude that in the vast majority of studies young men perceive actual or potential unintended pregnancies as a life event that will present them with moral and material dilemmas.
In general, there are some clear identifiable differences in the attitudes to adolescent pregnancy between working class young men in high and low-income countries and middle-class men in university, reflected in their language and perceptions of unintended pregnancy and fatherhood. Young men from working class backgrounds are more likely to view an unintended pregnancy as a positive life event (Buston et al, 2010; Hendricks, 2010; Jackson et al, 2011; Mchunu et al, 2012; Rossier et al, 2013; Wong et al, 2014; Crosby, 2015), an opportunity to transform into a mature, responsible man and father, whereas studies of men in third level education suggest men view an unintended pregnancy as a barrier to becoming a mature and responsible man, as it would affect their ability to plan a career and then plan a baby (Olmstead et al, 2013; Sharp et al, 2015).

What are adolescent men’s attitudes and decision-making in relation to pregnancy outcomes?

It is clear from some of the studies in this review that young men, certainly in high-income societies may be exposed to conflicting pressures when faced with an unintended pregnancy. They may feel that they must play a role in discussing or planning for the future with the woman, while at the same time they are influenced by dominant cultural narratives of pregnancy and women’s reproductive rights to have control over her body and pregnancy.

On the whole, research based upon large scale surveys suggest that there is broad support for a woman’s right to have an abortion among adolescent men. However, this is not a unilateral right. A study conducted by Adaji et al. (2010) on the attitude of Kenyan in-school adolescents on abortion showed that attitudes were largely conservative with a majority of participants disapproving of induced abortion for school girls with unwanted pregnancies. Studies conducted in less economically developed countries such as Africa report more conservative attitudes towards a woman’s right to abortion, which the authors have attributed to the significant social and moral influence of religions (Adaji et al, 2010).
Attitudes to pregnancy outcomes choices, just as attitudes to unintended pregnancy are also influenced by social class differences with more favourable attitudes to abortion prevalent among men in third level education. These attitudes were sharply contrasted in two qualitative studies which explore adolescent men’s experiences of pregnancy resolution choices. Young men in third level education discussed how they would not mind if they were not told that a woman was having an abortion as it would “save a lot of stress” (Sharp et al, 2015), whereas, young men in a Young Offenders Institute in Scotland spoke of abortion as being “sick in the head” (Buston, 2010).

Three studies in this review (Buston, 2010; Deslauriers, 2011; Olmstead et al, 2013) draw on adolescent men’s actual experiences of an unintended pregnancy and pregnancy outcome choices and these studies showed that adolescent men did not question their lack of power or involvement in the unintended pregnancy outcome decision-making process. These young men did not feel they had, or should have, any right to influence their partner’s decision. One unique study (Warangkana et al, 2010) within this review illustrates that where men are afforded the opportunity to support a woman who is terminating an unintended pregnancy they often find it a positive experience. This involvement may provide adolescent men more of a sense of ownership and responsibility due to their proximity to the process.

**Limitations of Review**

Reviewing the studies systematically highlights methodological limitations of the evidence. Notably, the studies were overall based on small non-random samples and lacked generalizability. Several studies used a vignette methodology, with researchers discussing how they could not illicit large numbers of young men’s responses based on their actual experiences. An integrative review offers a unique perspective of the current literature regarding young men’s attitudes in relation to pregnancy and pregnancy outcomes; however,
there are limitations associated with using different research methods that can contribute to a lack of rigor and bias when developing themes from the data. This review was limited to peer-reviewed articles. Inclusion of grey literature, book chapters and articles not in the English Language might have brought other perspectives.

**What This Review Adds**

Out of the 38 studies in this review only 11 studies focused on young men’s actual experiences of an unintended pregnancy. Ten of these studies focused on the attitudes and experiences of young fathers, with only one study focusing on young men’s actual experiences of abortion (Warangkana, 2010). It is clear that there is almost a complete absence of studies conducted that focus specifically on the thoughts and feelings of young men who have experienced an unintended pregnancy and do not go onto become a father. As a result, there are gaps in our understanding concerning the responses of young men whose experience of unintended pregnancy has not been mediated through interaction with, and emotional attachment to, their child. This review also adds new insights over the last review because it has included studies from low-income countries which were excluded from the previous review. These studies add considerable more variation in adolescent men’s attitudes to an unintended pregnancy and especially attitudes to abortion and demonstrate even more clearly how the socio-legal context of abortion as well as prevailing norms influence adolescent men’s attitudes. From the previous review, we are now seeing studies which have taken more creative routes of recruitment, such as recruiting ‘street kids’ in Kenya. Nonetheless, there remains a significant bias in research towards safe samples taken from young men in third level education or groups of low-income fathers.
**Recommendations for Future Research**

Despite the considerable progress in research on adolescent men and unintended pregnancy from the previous review to include studies being conducted in low-income countries and research based on the actual experiences of young men and not just hypothetical experiences, there are still gaps in our understanding.

There is a gap in the research on the attitudes and experiences of those young men who do not go onto become a father. Future research should seek to engage with those young men whose partner has an abortion.

Further research should focus on researching couples together. The overwhelming majority of studies conducted on adolescents and unintended pregnancy up to this point have focused on women or men, despite the fact that partners attitudes and intentions have reciprocal influence on one another.

This review has highlighted the breadth of research being conducted in low-income countries, mainly Africa. Future research should include international comparative research studies to draw out how young men’s attitudes and decisions making are affected by the wider structural constraints they face in their everyday lives, such as the availability of abortion services, access to counselling services and socio-cultural norms around reproduction in society.

An understanding of young men’s experiences of an unintended pregnancy is also a fundamental first step in developing interventions targeted to men to prevent unintended pregnancy. Equally, such knowledge is a necessary first step in offering support and counselling services to adolescent men who experience an unintended pregnancy with a partner. Currently this literature review demonstrates that we do not yet have a significant body of literature to inform practice development.
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